INDUSTRY SECTOR IN CAPE TOWN

A country in transition but still bearing the scars of decades of apartheid, South Africa provides unique opportunities in human rights and education, as well as STEM, publishing, and development.*

STEM: Science, Tech, Engineering, and Math
STEM opportunities available mainly in research institutions and universities:
+ University of Cape Town
+ French South African Tech Labs

Marketing, Communications, Advertising, Print & Digital Journalism, and Publishing
Social media, events, advertising, journalism, public relations, video production, and more:
+ Modjaji Books
+ Book Dash

Hospitality and Tourism
Hotels, tours, tourist destinations, and more.
+ African Soul Surfer

NGOs and non-profits
Diverse opportunities that encompass public health, education, and the law:
+ South African Urban Food & Farming Trust
+ IKhaya Le Langa
+ Hoops 4 Hope

Education
There are opportunities to work with learners from early childhood to students preparing for university entrance examinations. Please note that summer internships will include only after school or holiday programs due to South Africa's school holiday falling during that time period.
+ Just Grace
+ New loveLifee Trust

A Complex and Vibrant City
Intern in South Africa and discover one of the world's most affordable and vibrant countries. Located at the southernmost tip of Africa, Cape Town is a unique destination with a diverse landscape, rich culture, and relaxed lifestyle. You will be able to explore the challenges of an emerging economy dealing with one of the most unequal societies in the world. Your internship in this complex, developing country will make you a stand-out to future employers.

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.